This is not the first time the Mathematical Communities column has featured the Bridges Organization: the 2005 conference 1 , in the breathtaking Canadian Rocky Mountains at Banff, was described in these pages by Doris Schattschneider [Schattschneider, 2006] , a regular Bridges participant and Escher-specialist. The 2005 conference saw the debut of Delicious Rivers, Ellen Maddow's play on the life of Robert Ammann, a postal worker who discovered a number of aperiodic tilings.
Figure 1: A colorful group of Bridges participants in front of the Gossamer
the model looks like a 3-dimensional "spirograph" drawing, with organic curves that mimic life forms. The underlying structure is derived from a shadow of a 6-dimensional cube. Photo: Carlo H. Séquin.
From the "Persian Paradigm" to STEAM and Back Again: the Inception of Bridges
The first few Bridges conferences were hosted by Southwestern College in Winfield, Kansas. How did this small town college, not known for its contributions to the art and science discourse, assume this role?
As is often the case with active and successful communities and networks, Bridges was begun by a many-sided individual with contacts in both science and culture. When Reza Sarhangi emigrated to the United States from Iran in 1986, at the start of his mathematical career, he brought with him the qualities associated with STEAM integration today. His broad range of personal interests as well as his research into ancient Persia's mathematical past helped him direct attention to mathematics' complex cultural roots. His work as a university teacher in education was defined by these goals as well. For his integrational approach to mathematics and art, Sarhangi looked far beyond the well-known works of artists such as M.C. Escher [Sarhangi and Martin, 1998.] to the joint efforts of mathematic and artistic communities in ancient times.
Mathematics, arts and crafts coexised side-by-side during the medieval period of Persian history. 6 Sarhangi has continuously emphasized the work of Abul Wafa al-Buzjani (940-997/998), one of the most famous mathematicians of his time. Al-Buzjani's treatise, On Those Parts of Geometry Needed by Craftsmen, was written to educate craftspeople in geometry. For medieval craftspeople, creating the decorative motifs common to the Persian art of this era demanded not only constant training, but also regular consultation with mathematicians. Indeed, decorating the inner as well as outer, spherical surface of cupola with tiles featuring highly regular, yet still extremely complex geometric patterns would have required advanced knowledge of geometry. The sophisticated, mathematical nature of Persian decorative arts not only makes them interesting from a historical perspective, but also provides a fascinating area of research for mathematicians today.
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Before emigrating to the United States, Sarhangi was more than a teacher of mathematics interested in Persian traditions. He was a graphic artist, teacher of drama, playwright, theatre director and props designer. When added to his background in mathematics and history, his first-hand experience of complex and collective artistic processes-such as creating and performing a theatrical play-gave him deep insight into the equally complex processes involved in designing and producing medieval Persian tilings. Sarhangi also attended the Art and Mathematics (AM) conferences organized by Nat Friedman at the State University of New York at Albany from 1992 to 1998, which opened their doors to artists, architects, and other experts applying mathematics creatively. The spirit of cooperation engendered by these AM gatherings led to the publication of several interdisciplinary papers uniting different perspectives to form a kaleidoscope-like vision of the given topic. With some exaggeration, it can be said that Sarhangi felt he was witnessing the rebirth of a long-forgotten paradigm from Abul Wafa al-Buzjani's time. He could see first-hand how a new form of art arises from the dialogue between the mathematician creating the theories for solving complex artistic or architectural problems, and the master putting theories into practice. This art possesses a unique, aesthetic quality all its own, whose analysis demands a new approach, a kind of "interdisciplinary aesthetics" both mathematical and artistic in nature.
Figure 2: Bridges would not exist without them. Bridges Organization's founders Reza Sarhangi (right), Sarhangi's wife Mehri Arfaei (middle) and Carlo H. Séquin (left). Photo by courtesy of Reza Sarhangi.
Many groups and "schools" have connected to form the background for the American, European and Asian science and art communities currently involveld in the Bridges Organization. These include the Mathematics and Culture conferences [Emmer, 2004 [Emmer, -2012 [Emmer, , 2012 [Emmer, -2014 [Emmer, , 2015 , the Nexus conferences, 15 Inter-and Transdisciplinarity: Bridges as a "World View"
The nearly 300-page proceedings from the first Bridges conference 19 was reviewed in Nexus Network Journal by the mathematician, Solomon Marcus, a pioneer in numerous interdisciplinary as well as transdisciplinary areas related to mathematics [Marcus, 1999] [Marcus, 1999: 156.] And in fact many of the experiences and moments reflected in this conference series demonstrate art's ability to broaden the horizons of science as well. 21 Probably the best evidence for the two-way traffic on Bridges' bridges is the many transdisciplinary collaborations which grown from encounters between mathematicians and artists at Bridges-related events. For example Ars Geometrica Symposiums (2007-2009, Hungary)-which prepared the ground for Bridges 2010 in Hungary-led to the international recognition of the mathematical artworks of sculptor István Böszörményi [Gailiunas 2007] and also sparked Böszörményi's still on-going collaboration with the renowned mathematician Lajos Szilassi, whose "Szilassi-polyhedron" was noted and popularized by Martin Gardner [Gardner, 1978] . Szilassi's mathematical theories and models have inspired the sculptor Böszörményi's art [Böszörményi 2013 ]. Artists also have fruitfully inspired mathematical research, as the case of the mathematician László Vörös and the artist Tamás F. Farkas shows [Vörös 2011 ]. From its beginning, Bridges has broken with the monotony of traditional conference lectures. The goal was to bring research alive, have it on display-or even put it on stage. Mathematician Mike Field-co-author of Symmetry in Chaos [Field and Golubitsky, 2009] described his experiences at the second and third Kansas conferences: "At the Winfield conferences, the international virtuoso violinist Corey Cerovsek played for the audience after plenary sessions in the morning, often preceding his performance with an extempore talk on a topic from physics or mathematics (concurrently with his musical studies, Corey completed all the coursework for a Ph.D. in mathematics when he was about sixteen). Aside from the music, there would usually be theater shows as well as teacher workshops, held at the end of the conference.
[…] I […] can testify to the great atmosphere of these meetings, where artists, mathematicians, computer scientists, and educators would talk into the early hours." [Field, 2006: 730.] Reza Sarhangi draws on his past in theatre to evoke the personable atmosphere and wealth of experiences at these first gatherings: "Theatre involves making connections with the audience that go beyond just the script […] So at Bridges, I -and the other three board members -want the conference attendees to get more than just the content of the papers, but to have an enjoyable experience that integrates art, dance, and other performances." [Crease, 2014: 17.] 
Bridges around the World
Barely sixty participants attended the first Bridges conferences; today they attract annually around 250-300 conference participants from around the globe and thousands of people in the audience. Each conference reflects many different aspects. Bridges presents a platform for scholars, experts and artists intent upon pushing boundaries and exchanging experiences. Beyond supplying professional support, it encourages mathematics teachers to utilize creative, artistic processes and tools in passing on mathematical knowledge, and art teachers to reveal the mathematics involved in certain artworks or artistic processes. The educational relevance of math-art approaches has been demonstrated in interactive, experienceoriented workshops since Bridges's early days. Works of art are displayed in math-art exhibits, not just discussed in conference lectures. The Bridges collection has since grown to be the largest exhibit of mathematical-art in the world. Throughout the years, creative programs have become increasingly structured and have now evolved into separate areas of expertise directed by skilled professionals. The key elements, which form the backbone of any Bridges event (such as the plenary and section lectures, education and fun workshops, mathematics and art short movie festival, the mathematical art exhibit, the mathematical theatre show, music night, family day, poetry afternoon, and public events) can be studied on the Bridges Organization's website, where each year's program is archived. Bridges' transdisciplinary program has elaborated new transdisciplinary standards and has productively solved a high number of unforeseenable and unprecedented challenges. These are risks run by any truly transdisciplinary venture; they may never emerge in relatively homogeneus scientific or artistic communities with established traditions and history.
For example, Bridges has struggled to balance the openness of the conference and with academic legitimacy. In the beginning, Bridges conferences were highly inclusive; everybody who wanted to would have an opportunity to share their work. This model works in disciplines where journals are the true coin of the realm and conferences are just a chance to present work in progress to colleagues. But it can be problematic for participants from other disciplines-like Bridge's director Craig Kaplan's own field, Computer Science-, who want to assign significant weight to conference papers: "I think one of my influences has been to fight in favour of higher standards for regular papers, stricter peer review practices," Kaplans says. "Of course, it helped to set up online tools that streamlined the mechanics of reviewing so that we could focus on the quality. I think we've done a decent job of compensating for these changing standards by ensuring there are lots of other forums in which participants can present their work at the conference."
The polyphonic nature of Bridges conferences requires an organic and open universe of polyphonic standards to ensure that each contribution will be judged according to the highest standards of its own field. If there is a new kind of need in the community, then a new platform is created for it. Different juries review the submissions for the art exhibits and the short film festival and there is a transdisciplinary program committee for reviewing the conference papers representing a multitude of scientific and artistic research fields.
Bridges has always had a core community of participants who make up the "choir". "And sure, we preach to them," admits Kaplan. He believes that designing a conference to appeal to its long-term supporters will make it better overall. But, like Bridges president Reza Sarhangi, Kaplan thinks that Bridges has done a good job of bringing in new faces, new voices, and new ideas every year. Bridges is increasingly offering itself as a public face for mathematics, a way to make it accessible to the general public. This was perhaps most successful in 2014, where Bridges was invited to Seoul by the International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) to serve as a public counterpoint to the ICM happening across the city. Yet many mathematicians still don't see the special value in Bridges' polyphonic difference. "We need a stronger voice outside of Bridges itself. The Joint Mathematics Meetings (JMM) art exhibit and JMM math and art session are our attempts to reach others in the US in mathematics", Sarhangi says. Bridges to the Future: the Next Generation Today, as changes in the world bring about unseen alterations in the structure of knowledge, any form of research, learning, or creativity capable of heightening awareness toward interlocking systems possesses untold value. First and foremost, knowledge such as this allows one to preserve a sense of exploration and inquiry, elements essential to all rational and creative activities. Without these, the ability to recognize those patterns and trends dictating current changes is lost. 
